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Abstract

Modern displays deinterlace interlaced high definition television (HDTV) to remove
unsightly artifacts. U.S. over-the-air television broadcasting is scheduled to switch to an alldigital format in June, 200oo9. Therefore, we are ready for a new system which will improve
HDTV. A receiver compatible system can add a small bitrate enhancement stream and enable
new receivers to easily deinterlace lo8oi streams. Old receivers can ignore this stream while
decoding the original lo8oi stream. Since the enhancement stream has a low bitrate, we can use
this system alongside mobile digital television.
The receiver compatible system shifts computing costs from the receivers to the
transmitters. Since there are more receivers than transmitters, the net cost is reduced
dramatically. The receiver compatible system has access to the original video, allowing for
superior video quality compared to traditional deinterlacing systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

1.1

Interlaced Video

Video can be displayed in different scan modes. In progressive scan video, all pixels from
each frame are displayed at once. In interlaced video, every other line of video are displayed for
each field. Therefore, only half of the pixels of an original frame are displayed at once. For odd
fields, only the pixels on odd-numbered lines of a frame are displayed. Similarly, for even fields,
only the pixels on even-numbered lines of an original frame are displayed. See Figure 1.1 for an
illustration of interlaced video.
Interlaced television has roots from the early days of over-the-air (OTA) television in the
U.S. Due to bandwidth restrictions, early video was in the format of 30 frames/sec. However,
video at such a low frame rate results in considerable flicker, especially in a dimly lit room, due
to the human visual system's perception of video. Studies show that video must be displayed at
a rate close to 50 frames/sec to avoid perceptible flicker.
Historically, theatres used a two-bladed shutter to display each frame twice in order to
reduce the perception of flicker of 24 frame/sec movies. Since televisions do not use the film
media, they must rely on a frame buffer to emulate this effect. However, such technology was
not available in the 1930's when interlaced video was established. Since early analog televisions
lacked storage means, the interlaced standard was established as a solution to prevent visible
flicker without doubling the bandwidth or reducing the perceived spatial resolution. With
interlaced scan, the video could be transmitted at 60o fields/sec, which occupies the same
bandwidth as 30 frames/sec video. Interlaced video effectively doubled the refresh rate without
increasing bandwidth or requiring a frame buffer [18].
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(b) Progressive scan video; all lines of video are displayed at one time.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of interlaced scan and progressive scan video.

Interlaced video has become prevalent in many video standards and many different forms
of transmission. Moreover, when the Grand Alliance developed the new HDTV standard,
interlaced scan was approved for video with o108 lines of pixels to allow for easy interfacing
with existing interlaced video acquisition techniques. Many cameras at the time of the Grand
Alliance still used built-in interlaced recording techniques [16].
However, interlaced video leads to unsightly artifacts such as twitter and line crawl.
Twitter mostly appears in videos that feature stationary objects with near-horizontal lines or
high amounts of details. Since interlaced scan samples frames at alternating lines, the odd and
even fields will contain greatly different information in the presence of near-horizontal lines and
fine vertical detail. Twitter usually occurs when fine details lightly flicker due to this disparity in
information. When twitter occurs close to strong near-horizontal lines, the jagged edges appear
to crawl up lines, producing the line crawl artifact [21].
Moreover, interlaced artifacts are exacerbated on modern displays. While traditional CRT
televisions are designed to display interlaced video, modern displays such as liquid crystal
- 12 -
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displays (LCD) and plasma display panels (PDP) are designed only for progressive video. Also,
LCD's and PDP's are much dimmer when only half the pixels are displayed at once. The loss in
brightness has become important, because brightness has become a major specification that
customers consider when purchasing an LCD or PDP. Furthermore, the sharply-defined pixels
on modern displays make interlaced video look striped when viewed at close distances.
Therefore, modern displays must have a means of deinterlacing interlaced video to maintain
screen brightness and to avoid unsightly video artifacts.
1.2

HDTV Background

In 1987, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) initiated a competition which
would spark 23 technical proposals for advanced television service. The FCC would eventually
decide on an all-digital HDTV format. This all-digital format would be simulcast with regular
NTSC signals; the original NTSC spectrum would be reallocated to different types of
broadcasting when the simulcast period is over. In 1993, the FCC panel decided on an all-digital
system; however, it could not decide on a winner amongst the 4 all-digital HDTV systems.
Aware that the competitors were considering working together, the FCC allowed for the
formation of the Grand Alliance (GA), where the 4 competing teams worked together to create a
system which combined the strengths of all systems.
The final HDTV system, formulated by the GA would use a 6-MHz channel, the same
bandwidth used for analog NTSC television channels. After extensive tests, the GA decided to
use the vestigial side band (VSB) technique, which proved superior in tests. In particular, it was
decided that 8-VSB, which featured eight-level output signals, would be used for over-the-air
(OTA) broadcasting. The GA also decided to use the MPEG-2 video compression standard from
the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) as well as Arc Consistency #3 (AC-3) audio
compression, under a multichannel Dolby surround sound scheme. Video, audio, and other
data such as closed captioning and channel descriptions would be encoded and sent through a
19.4 Mbit/sec bit-stream.
There are multiple video formats that can be transmitted through the airwaves under the
digital TV standard. The most popular high definition formats are 72op (60o frames/sec;
720/60/PS), and lo8oi (60 fields/sec; lo8o/6o/IS). Though the progressive video formats do
not require deinterlacing, the lo8oi resolution format must be deinterlaced in order to be
displayed on high definition televisions. lo8O/30/PS is an available transmission format and
requires no deinterlacing; however, this format is limited in temporal resolution. The GA
determined that a lo8op (60o frames/sec; lo8o/6o/PS) stream would introduce too many
MPEG-2 compression artifacts. Moreover, the interlaced standard was kept in place for
interoperability with existing interlaced sources [31.
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Receiver Compatible Deinterlacing Introduction

The receiver compatible approach offers a compromise in maintaining standards and
improving video quality. Since the HDTV standard has already been established, it would be
inconvenient to establish a new standard that offers superior video quality because users with
old HDTV sets would have to update their systems or buy new ones. The receiver compatible
approach seeks to improve video quality of HDTV without sacrificing the compatibility of old
HDTV receivers.
HDTV quality can be improved through deinterlacinglo8oi streams. Though most HDTV
sets have a built-in deinterlacing mechanism, these mechanisms are either high-quality and
expensive, or low-quality and inexpensive. The receiver compatible deinterlacing system offers
a receiver deinterlacing mechanism that is both high in quality and inexpensive. This reduction
in cost is achieved through analyzing the original video on the transmitter side and sending an
additional small bitrate stream, which allows receivers to easily deinterlace video in high quality.
From the help of the small bitrate stream, these HDTV receivers can be inexpensive, while still
offering high-quality deinterlaced video. Older receivers can still decode HDTV because they
ignore this additional stream, while decoding the conventional lo8oi stream.
The digital TV transition is currently scheduled to complete by June 12, 2009. At this
time, all analog over-the-air broadcasts will be terminated. Since this day is quickly
approaching, and digital television will soon become the only over the air television format, it is
becoming increasingly practical to find ways to improve HDTV quality. Given that a large
number of people watch over-the-air HDTV, it is also becoming practical to find inexpensive
ways for HDTV receivers to display high-quality video. Therefore, a receiver compatible
deinterlacing system is becoming more practical in today's world.
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Standards are often a convenience for current technology but a hindrance to progress.
Based on MPEG-2 encoding, today's HDTV standard by no means provides the best possible
quality given a set bandwidth. However, this standard has been in place since 1996, so any
attempts to change the standard will prove to be a major inconvenience, because users of old
HDTV sets would have to buy new sets. One possible way to improve HDTV video quality
without sacrificing the compatibility of old systems is by utilizing a receiver compatible system.
Changing television standards is a difficult process. In order to migrate from analog
television to digital television, two streams were simulcast, one analog, the other digital. With
the receiver compatible approach, we can improve the video quality of HDTV without
establishing a new standard, saving bandwidth required during the transition process.
Moreover, the approval of a receiver compatible enhancement stream would be a much faster
and less arduous process than establishing a new standard all-together. This property allows
for the improvement of HDTV quality without waiting for the establishment of a new standard.
HDTV can be improved in several ways through receiver compatible techniques. For
example, the video resolution can be improved by sending enhancement streams which help
deinterlace video. These enhancement streams could also be used to reduce the appearance of
MPEG-2 video compression artifacts such as blocking artifacts and ringing artifacts [7].
Moreover, the enhancement stream could potentially help achieve higher resolution HDTV.
The total available bitrate for a 6 Mhz channel is approximately 19.4 Mbit/sec.
Currently, broadcasters divide this bandwidth up amongst high definition channels, standard
definition channels, and other data such as channel descriptions. Broadcasters have the ability
to allocate bits by either reducing the bitrate of current HDTV transmission, or reducing the
amount of sub-channels transmitted. The broadcasters have the ability to balance video quality
and content by adjusting the bitrates for the digital television streams. See Figure 2.1 for an
example of this allocation.
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HDTV

SDTV

19.4 Mbits/sec

Existing Example Channel Bandwidth Allocation
Additional bandwidth allocated
HDTV

SDTV

19.4 Mbits/sec

Potential Channel Bandwidth Allocation
Figure 2.1: Potential channel bandwidth allocation.

Much debate has been made as to how to use these potentially available bits. For example,
a portion of the bandwidth can be allocated to allow for mobile digital television (the current 8VSB HDTV transmission format is not viable for moving receivers). There is a current candidate
standard awaiting approval by the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) for mobile
digital television. The additional bits can also be used to improve video quality using a receiver
compatible approach. If the combination of video enhancement and mobile digital television do
not occupy a large bandwidth, perhaps both of these streams can be used at once.
To allow for the improvement of video quality without a loss of compatibility, the
broadcaster can transmit the enhancement information over a separate bit-stream. There can
be two streams: the conventional video stream, and the enhancement stream. Older HDTV sets
that are unaware of this enhancement stream will ignore the enhancement stream and be able to
decode the conventional video stream, as if there was no change in the transmission format.
Newer HDTV sets will not only decode the conventional video stream, but also decode the
enhancement stream and display superior HDTV video. See Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.6 for a
comparison between the old transmission format and the receiver compatible transmission
arrangement [22].
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If improvement of the video is desired in the future, more enhancement streams can be
transmitted in parallel. See Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for the block diagrams of a transmitter and
receiver with two enhancement streams. The capability for multiple enhancement streams adds
to the flexibility of the receiver compatible system. When additional methods to improve video
develop or if video compression technology progresses, the video standard can potentially
migrate towards a much better standard than the original, without breaking the compatibility of
old receivers.
Conventional Video Stream

Enhancement Stream

Receiver Compatible Transmitter
Figure 2.2: Receiver compatible transmitter block diagram.

Conventional Video
Stream

Final Video
Process

SVideo Decoding

Enhancement Stream

Enhancement
Decoding

Receiver Compatible Receiver
Figure 2.3: Receiver compatible receiver block diagram.
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Conventional Video Stream

Enhancement Stream

2 nd

Enhancement Stream

Receiver Compatible Transmitter
Figure 2.4: Receiver compatible receiver with 2 enhancement streams.
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Conventional Video
Stream

Receiver Compatible Receiver
Figure 2.5: Receiver compatible receiver with 2 enhancement streams.

Original Video

Con ventional Video Stream

Video
CoEncoding

Conventional Transmitter

Conventional Video
Stream

Final Video
) Video Decoding

--

Post Processing

Conventional Receiver
Figure 2.6: Conventional transmitter and receiver.
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Existing Deinterlacing Techniques

Deinterlacing can be interpreted as a traditional sampling problem in space and time.
Interlacing artifacts present themselves as aliasing artifacts in space and time. This traditional
approach leads to various 2-D linear filters, which are rarely used in today's systems because of
their limitations. These linear filters will reduce vertical resolution, temporal resolution, or both
[22]. We will not use these linear filters because they cannot recreate the vertical and temporal
resolution from the original video.
Basic deinterlacing algorithms that we are considering can be categorized into intra-field
and inter-field methods. Intra-field methods interpolate missing lines by only considering
pixels of the same field while inter-field methods interpolate missing lines by considering pixels
of other fields. Though not required of inter-field methods, inter-field methods may also
consider pixels from the current field during interpolation. As illustrated in Figure 3.1,
deinterlacing creates a unique scenario where missing data can either be interpolated from
temporal neighbors or from vertical neighbors.
More advanced inter-field methods such as motion adaptive deinterlacing or motion
compensated deinterlacing may combine existing simple deinterlacing algorithms to produce a
more desirable output. Simple intra-field and inter-field interpolation techniques have their
own advantages and disadvantages and perform better under different conditions.
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Figure 3.1: A vertical slice of interlaced video. Notice that the alternating manner of interlaced video allows
for interpolation vertically (intra-field interpolation) or interpolation temporally (inter-field deinterlacing).
3.1

Intra-field Deinterlacing Methods

The simplest type of intra-field deinterlacing is line repetition. Equivalent to zero-order
hold, line repetition works by duplicating all even lines to create odd lines for even fields, and
duplicating odd lines to create even lines for odd fields, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Though
simple and inexpensive to implement, line repetition produces many jagged edges and produces
a low-quality interpolated image.
Linear interpolation is another simple intra-field interpolation technique. Missing lines
are approximated by averaging lines that are directly above and below the line of interest as
illustrated in Figure 3.3. Compared to line repetition, linear interpolation produces less jagged
edges without a significant increase in computational intensity.

Interpolated
lines

- Known lines

Figure 3.2: Line repetition interpolation.
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Edge dependent deinterlacing algorithms are a class of intra-field deinterlacing algorithms
that improve upon regular linear interpolation by averaging along the direction of edges. The
Martinez-Lim deinterlacing algorithm is a type of edge dependent deinterlacing that offers high
image quality while maintaining computational efficiency. This deinterlacing algorithm uses a
line-shift model to predict the missing pixel values.
Each window is assigned a best-fit polynomial model. The gradient from this model is
used to predict the line-shift velocity for every missing pixel. After quantization of the line-shift
velocity to the nearest integer, the algorithm projects the velocity estimate onto the two
neighboring lines of the frame. The pixel values corresponding to this projection are averaged to
obtain the missing pixel value [15]. See Figure 3.4 for an illustration of Martinez-Lim
deinterlacing. See Figures 3.5 and 3.6 for a comparison of the Martinez-Lim deinterlacing
algorithm against the original frame, the interlaced frame, and other deinterlaced frames.
Pixel of interest

/

Interpolated line

Known lines

Figure 3.3: Linear interpolation averages the two vertical neighboring pixels together to create a value at the
pixel of interest.
Pixel of interest

Interpolated line

o-

Known lines

Figure 3.4: By finding the gradient of a best-fit polynomial model, the Martinez-Lim algorithm finds
a velocity
v, which models the line shift between known lines. In the case of this figure, the velocity
is 2 because the
vector travels 2 pixels in the distance of 1 line. The pixels that lie on the path of this motion
model are
averaged to calculate the value of the pixel of interest.
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Though the Martinez-Lim intra-field method works well on still images, producing better
results than linear interpolation, it still cannot completely recover the lost vertical resolution
introduced by interlacing. Also, the algorithm has difficulties with near-horizontal lines. In the
presence of near-horizontal lines, the deinterlaced video will still show twitter and line-crawl
artifacts.
3.2

Simple Inter-field Deinterlacing Methods

Instead of interpolating pixel values based on existing pixels of the same field, inter-field
techniques interpolate missing pixel values based on existing pixels from other fields. The
simplest inter-field deinterlacing algorithm is forward-field repetition, which fills in empty pixel
values with values from the previous field. Since fields alternate between even and odd lines,
repeating a field will fill in all missing pixel values. The algorithm is named forward-field
repetition because each field is repeated forwards in time.
Without the presence of temporal and spatial noise, when a scene is completely stationary,
forward-field repetition produces a perfect result, properly filling in missing lines of each
frame. This analysis assumes that the frames are identical. Thus, forward-field repetition can
recreate the lost vertical resolution from the interlacing process for limited areas of a frame
which are stationary. However, when the scene contains moving objects, forward-field
repetition leads to unpleasant artifacts because pixels do not line up with each other when an
object is in motion. These artifacts are known as mice-teeth or field-tearing artifacts [21].
Examples of these mice-teeth artifacts can be seen in Figures 3.6 (d) and (e).
Backward-field repetition is a similar inter-field deinterlacing algorithm. Instead of
repeating the previous field to fill in missing pixels, backward-field repetition repeats the future
field to fill in missing pixels. Thus, the field is repeated in a backwards manner. Similar miceteeth artifacts are visible with backward-field repetition.
More involved simple inter-field deinterlacing algorithms exist. For example, bilinear
deinterlacing averages the two temporally-neighboring pixel values of a missing pixel in order to
interpolate a pixel value. Though this algorithm performs well in the absence of motion, it also
displays jarring mice-teeth artifacts in the presence of motion [6]. Examples of various interfield and intra-field deinterlacing algorithms are presented in Figure 3.6 for comparison.
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Motion Adaptive Methods

Motion adaptive deinterlacing usually combines inter-field and intra-field deinterlacing.
Inter-field deinterlacing works better than intra-field interlacing for some areas of a frame,
while intra-field deinterlacing works better for other areas. Assume a perfectly stationary video
with no random temporal or spatial noise. In this ideal example, all frames are identical.
Therefore, the known lines from one field can be used to perfectly fill in the missing lines for the
neighboring field using simple forward field repetition. For a moving sequence, frames have
little direct correlation with neighboring frames. In this case, an intra-field deinterlacing
algorithm should be used to maximize performance.
Many motion adaptive techniques seek to use this property and detect motion to perform
inter-field/intra-field switching. Assuming no temporal noise, the stationary areas of the
sequence should use inter-field deinterlacing, and the moving areas should use intra-field
deinterlacing. A large variety of motion detection algorithms exist. The simplest type of
algorithm works by subtracting field values with the same field type and taking a threshold.
Areas of this subtraction that exceed a threshold are considered to have motion while those that
are below the threshold are considered to be stationary. Often, more than 3 fields are used in
attempts to detect motion [28].
A simpler algorithm uses a median filter to switch between inter-field and intra-field
deinterlacing. The filter fills in every missing pixel value with the median of the two temporal
neighbors and the average value of the two vertical neighbors. The median operation implicitly
switches between inter-field and intra-field deinterlacing. For areas with motion, the median
filter will most likely use the average of the vertical neighbors to fill in the missing pixel values.
For stationary areas, the median filter will most likely use a temporal neighbor to fill in missing
pixel values. Though this median filter approach does not perform as well as most motion
detection algorithms, they are often less expensive and easier to implement [28].

3.4

Motion Compensated Methods

There are a series of inter-field deinterlacing methods which are more computationally
advanced than motion adaptive methods. Motion compensated deinterlacing algorithms take
advantage of inter-field correlation by using block-matching techniques to compute motion
vectors of video blocks. These motion vectors effectively model the changes between frames by
estimating the motion for each block. Many varieties of motion compensated deinterlacing
algorithms exist, but all are very computationally expensive and hence lead to expensive
receivers. Moreover, motion compensated deinterlaced video often contains block artifacts near
the boundaries of moving objects [8].
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(b) Interlaced frame

(a) Original

Figure 3.5: The original cropped frame and interlaced frame (as it would appear on modern displays). Notice
that the interlaced frame shows a decrease in brightness and has a jarring striped appearance.

(a) Line Repetition
Figure 3.6: Various deinterlacing algorithms. Notice that linear interpolation shows less jagged lines than line
repetition. However, Martinez-Lim interpolation shows even smoother edges than linear interpolation.
Forward-field interpolation and bilinear interpolation show great rendering of details of stationary objects (for
example, the text in the background); however, these two algorithms exhibit poor performance in moving
areas (for example, the boxer's head). The artifacts present in forward-field repetition and bilinear
interpolation are examples of mice-teeth artifacts.
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(b) Linear Interpolation

(c) Martinez-Lim Interpolation

(d) Forward-tield Repetition

(e) Bilinear Interpolation

Figure 3.6 (continued)
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Receiver Compatible Deinterlacing

There are several ways to employ the receiver compatible approach to improve the quality
of interlaced video. The first approach is to send residual video through the enhancement
stream. The residual video is the difference between the interlaced, encoded video and the
original video. As described in [23], sending residual video is only beneficial if there is sufficient
bandwidth in the system. Since we seek to use a low bitrate enhancement stream, we should
use alternate means to send enhancement data through the channel.
A different approach is to take advantage of the inter-field/intra-field switching properties
of deinterlacing by sending the information that specifies whether to use intra-field or inter-field
methods for different areas of the video. Utilizing less bitrate, this approach provides a more
efficient means to deinterlace video. Although the final video quality from sending interfield/intra-field switching information cannot surpass that of sending residual video, the small
number of bits available for enhancement purposes leads us to eliminate residual video as a
viable option.
Previous studies by Sunshine [22] and Wan [23] have established receiver compatible
deinterlacing systems that utilize inter-field/intra-field enhancement coding as well as residual
coding for various video systems. These studies highlight the performance benefits of receiver
compatible deinterlacing, which shifts computing costs from the receiver to the transmitter.
However, these studies do not propose a low bitrate enhancement stream which can be viable in
today's U.S. HDTV standard. The bitrate must be kept as low as possible to allow for
coexistence with mobile digital television.

4.1

Intra-field/Inter-field deinterlacing algorithms

To implement a system that performs inter-field/intra-field switching, we must choose the
types of inter-field and intra-field deinterlacing algorithms to use. As described earlier,
Martinez-Lim deinterlacing produces one of the best intra-field deinterlacing results by using
the line-shift model. The Martinez-Lim deinterlacing algorithm is computationally efficient and
does not require significantly more computations than any other edge-dependent deinterlacing
algorithms [15]. Forward-field repetition was chosen for the inter-field deinterlacing algorithm
because it is simple, widely-used, and capable of retaining vertical resolution for some areas of
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video. Other intra-field or inter-field algorithms may be chosen instead, but the main concepts
remain the same.
4.2

MSE/PSNR Comparator

A well-accepted standard for image quality is mean-squared error (MSE), which is related
to peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). MSE and PSNR for a frame I, are defined by the
following:
m-ln-1

MSE = 3 m n

I(ij,c) -

(ij,c)2

(4.1)

c=(r,g,b} i=O0 j=0

PSNR = 20 liog10 (.

)

(4.2)

The outermost summation represents summation over the red, green and blue color
channels. i andj denote horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates respectively. m and n
represent the width and height of the frame, respectively. Note that a low MSE or a high PSNR
signify higher quality. The overall MSE of a sequence is simply the average of the MSE of the
individual frames. The PSNR of the entire sequence is calculated using this newly calculated
MSE.
A simple way to implement the transmitter is to use a MSE/PSNR comparator for every
block. These systems have been previously investigated by Sunshine [22] and Wan [23]. In
order to optimize the MSE/PSNR of the entire video, the algorithm optimizes each block
individually. The MSE/PSNR comparator subtracts the inter-field deinterlacing and intra-field
deinterlacing results from the original lo8o/6o/PS video. The MSE/PSNR for inter-field
deinterlacing and intra-field deinterlacing is then calculated for each stream. The MSE/PSNR
comparator chooses the block (inter-field or intra-field) with the greatest PSNR, then encodes
the result in the enhancement stream. See Figure 4.1 for a block diagram of this process. Figure
4.2 describes how the MSE/PSNR comparator fits in with the entire transmitter system.
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MSE/PSNR Comparator
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Intra-field
deinterlaced result
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Calculation
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Enhancement
stream

0
SI

Inter-field
deinterlaced result

I

_" Calculation

I

o
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Block-by-block basis
---------------------------------

Original
1080/60/PS

video

Figure 4.1: MSE/PSNR comparator block diagram.
1080/60/IS
video stream

1080/60/IS
video

(Block-by-block basis)

Enhancement
stream

Original 1080/60/PS video
Figure 4.2: Block diagram for MSE/PSNR comparator receiver compatible deinterlacing.
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4.3

Mice-teeth Detection

Although MSE/PSNR is a well-accepted standard for image and video quality, there are
times where MSE/PSNR does not accurately model image and video quality. Many studies have
accessed the accuracy of MSE/PSNR. Most of these studies conclude that MSE/PSNR is not
adequately consistent with subjective testing results. In fact, many groups have successfully
implemented alternative measures which are more consistent with the human visual system
(HVS) [26].

For MSE/PSNR comparator deinterlacing system, there are situations where an inter-field
block that features mice-teeth artifacts has a greater PSNR than the corresponding intra-field
block which never has mice-teeth artifacts. Consider the following scenario: an object moves
such that mice-teeth are present. The stripes are close in color to the original video, resulting in
a high PSNR.
However, these stripes are also easily visible to the human eye because of their artificial
appearance. Many casual viewers find mice-teeth the most jarring of all deinterlacing artifacts.
This behavior arises from the fact that the striped patterns of these artifacts are obviously
artificial in nature, and greatly degrade the appearance of moving video sequences. Though an
inter-field block with mice-teeth may sometimes exhibit a higher PSNR than its corresponding
intra-field block, human viewers find its quality inferior because of the artificial appearance of
mice-teeth artifacts. See Figure 4.3 for an example of this situation. Therefore, we should
develop an effective mice-teeth detection algorithm to improve upon the MSE/PSNR
comparator system.
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(a) Cropped MSE/PSNR comparator system frame. The areas highlighted in red exhibit mice-teeth artifacts.
These regions are magnified below.

(c) Magnified mice-teeth region (right).

(b) Magnified mice-teeth region (left).

Figure 4.3: MSE/PSNR comparator deinterlacing. Though this algorithm improves the vertical resolution in
stationary areas and prevents most mice-teeth from appearing, some minor mice-teeth artifacts still appear in
the final result. These inter-field blocks have a higher PSNR than their corresponding intra-field blocks;
however, the inter-field blocks contain visible mice-teeth.
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Mice-teeth Detection Implementation

An accurate mice-teeth detection algorithm can be implemented using information from
the original video. Mice-teeth detection is conducted in the YCrCb domain. All processing for
mice-teeth detection occurs on the luminance component only. Experiments determined that
mice-teeth detection in the luminance domain showed considerably less noise than when
operated on the R, G, and B domains separately.
Our mice-teeth detection algorithm is implemented as follows. The algorithm convolves
both the original video and the video from the output of an inter-field method with a horizontaledge detecting window. There are many possible choices for these windows, but we have found
the window in Figure 4.4 to work quite well for detecting horizontal edges. Note that mice-teeth
detection is unnecessary for intra-field deinterlaced video because mice-teeth artifacts do not
appear in intra-field deinterlaced results.
After detecting areas with prominent horizontal edges, the algorithm subtracts the two
horizontal-edge maps, pixel-by pixel, and takes the square of the difference. If this result is
greater than a set threshold, then the pixel of interest qualifies as containing mice-teeth. If the
result is less than the threshold, then there are no mice-teeth artifacts identified at the specific
pixel location. Without the comparison against the original video, the algorithm can mistake
high frequency horizontal lines for mice-teeth. For example, without access to the original
video, a horizontally-striped shirt can be misidentified as mice-teeth. See Figure 4.5 for a block
diagram of this process.
The output from the mice-teeth detector is in the form of a decision map which is a binary
image. All the areas that have been designated as mice-teeth will be assigned one value, while
the remaining areas are assigned the other value. Mice-teeth detection is performed on every
single pixel; therefore, this decision map has the same dimensions as the image.
Since the output has some scattered noise, some minor post-processing is performed on
the decision map of the mice-teeth detector. This processing is in the form of morphological
processing. In particular, the open operation is performed on the binary image to remove
scattered noise. The open operation consists of an erosion of the original binary image, then a
dilation of that result with the same structuring element.
The structuring element used for this operation is shown in Figure 4.6. The small size of
this structuring element is due to the fact that most noise in the decision map exists in small
clusters of pixels. See Figure 4.7 for an example of the effectiveness of passing a decision map
through this opening filter. Note that this post-processing will not increase the complexity of
the receiver, since all mice-teeth detection is performed on the transmitter side.
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Figure 4.4: Mice-teeth detection algorithm edge-detecting window. This window is designed to identify
horizontal edges.

Inter-field
Deinterlacing
Deinterlacing

Horizontal

(Pixel-by-pixel)

S edge-detecting
window
Yes

(y(i,j))>a

+
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severity = (y(i,j))2 - a
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l

Uglinlll

Qualifies as mice-teeth.

1080/60/PS
Video

No
Not mice-teeth

(a) Initial mice-teeth detection block diagram.
Inter-field
Deinterlacing
Result

Binary image
decision map
Initial mice-teeth
detection

Original
1080/60/PS
Video
(b) General mice-teeth detection block diagram.
Figure 4.5: Mice-teeth detection algorithm block diagrams.
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Figure 4.6: Structuring element used for open operation in post-processing of decision map.

(a) Inter-held demterlaced trame.

Figure 4.7: Mice-teeth detection post-processing.
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(b) Mice-teeth detection before post-processing. Red-shaded areas denote mice-teeth areas.

(a) Mice-teeth detection atter post-processing. Notice that the results are now a lot cleaner.

Figure 4.7 (continued)
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Enhanced System

Since a MSE/PSNR comparator has too many disadvantages, the system must be modified
in order to create a visually superior system. In particular, the remaining mice-teeth in the
MSE/PSNR comparator video output must be removed. This enhanced system is implemented
as follows. Since the MSE comparator system works quite well, except for its inability to identify
some mice-teeth, the framework of the system can be based on the MSE/PSNR comparator.
The mice-teeth detection algorithm can act as a correction factor, to identify inter-field blocks
that contain perceptible mice-teeth. These inter-field blocks are then reassigned as intra-field
blocks to remove the mice-teeth. The modified enhancement stream is then sent through the
channel. The enhanced system algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.8.

1080i
video

1080i
video stream

SI

Original 1080p video - --

Detec

-

Figure 4.8: Enhanced system transmitter block diagram.
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Receiver Implementation

The implementation of a receiver using the receiver compatible deinterlacing method is
simple. For each video frame, the receiver will decode the enhancement stream, which codes
binary image frames. Each pixel in the binary image frame will specify the type of interlacing
algorithm (inter-field or intra-field deinterlacing) for the corresponding block of the frame. See
Figure 4.9 for a block diagram of this system. Note that the receiver must have a parallel
implementation of both the intra-field deinterlacing method (the Martinez-Lim in this case) and
an inter-field deinterlacing method (forward-field repetition in this case). This receiver
implementation is much simpler than sophisticated conventional receiver-based deinterlacing
algorithms.

(block-by-block basis)

1080i
video stream

Deinterlaced

Enhancement
stream
Figure 4.9: Receiver system block diagram. The intra-field/inter-field switching mechanism assigns the
current video block as an intra-field block or an inter-field block depending on the value from the
enhancement stream.
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The receiver compatible deinterlacing algorithm was simulated using Matlab, which
emulated the results of encoding and decoding the enhancement data through a lossless
channel. The video channel is also assumed to be noiseless, for simplicity. Moreover, the video
in the model is not encoded with MPEG-2, but left in its original form. The only degradation
simulation performed is from interlacing the original progressive source.
5.1

Test Sequences

Several different types of 1920 x lo8o, 6o frames/sec progressive scan (io8o/6o/PS)
sequences were considered in this study. lo8o/60/PS was chosen to emulate the material
involved in io8oi over-the-air (OTA) HDTV streams. The progressive frames were first
interlaced by removing either the odd or even lines. Then, 60 fields of each interlaced sequence
were deinterlaced with various algorithms for comparison. Different types of sequences were
considered in this study, including sequences that were expected to perform well under receiver
compatible deinterlacing and those that were expected not to perform well.
The sequences with stationary, non-panning or zooming cameras are expected to perform
the best for receiver compatible deinterlacing. These stationary sequences include Speed Bag,
Pedestrians,and Rush Field. For comparison purposes, sequences with camera panning and
zooming were also used in this study to offer situations where the receiver compatible
deinterlacing technique is not expected to work well. The sequence displaying dominant camera
panning motion is ParkJoy. The sequences with dominant camera zooming are Station2, and
Tractor.
Speed Bag is perhaps the sequence which best displays the strengths of the receiver
compatible deinterlacing system. In its entirety, Speed Bag shows several scenes of a boxer
demonstrating a practice routine. The 1 second cut of the Speed Bag sequence used for
experiments features a stationary camera and a boxer moving his arms and entire body.
Everything else is essentially stationary. There are fine details in the form of text in the
background, as well as strongly-defined lines from the doors and details in the white wall.
This sequence is of particular interest because of the popularity of stationary-camera
scenes in HDTV footage. For example, a typical news-cast or talk-show features a stationary
camera with occasional moving objects in the foreground. Note that Speed Bag was originally a
lo80/30/PS sequence but was treated as a lo8o/6o/PS sequence for experimental purposes.
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Speed Bag was also stored with some lossy intra-frame video coding. Though it would had been
preferred to use sequences that did not use lossy compression and to use 60o frames/sec
sequences, there was a limited amount of publicly available sequences at such a high resolution
and frame rate.
Pedestriansis another sequence which is meant to display the strength of the receiver
compatible deinterlacing system. This sequence features a relatively stationary camera. Set in a
busy city area, the sequence features fast-moving pedestrians in the foreground. Once again,
this sequence was originally a 1o80/30/PS sequence but was treated as a lo8o/6o/PS sequence.
The frames from Pedestriansdo not feature any lossy compression.
Rush Field features a stationary camera as well. The sequence is set in a football stadium
at the end of a college game, where the entire crowd rushes onto the field in celebration. There
are many fast-moving objects in the sequences. Many of these objects do not occupy a large
portion of the entire frame. This sequence was originally a 1080/30/PS sequence, but is being
treated as lo8o/6o/PS. Like Speed Bag, Rush Field was also encoded with some mildly lossy
intra-frame video compression.
ParkJoy features a fast-moving camera in the horizontal direction. The camera follows a
group of people parading through a park. In Station2 and Tractor,the camera is continuously
zooming out. Station2 is set in a train station, with some moving trains, while Tractor is set in a
field with a single moving tractor. Station2 and Tractorwere originally lo80/30/PS sequences,
but are treated as lo8o/6o/PS sequences. ParkJoy was originally a lo80/50/PS sequence, but
is treated as a lo8o/6o/PS sequence. These three sequences are meant to evaluate the
performance of the receiver compatible system for video that may be difficult for the receiver
compatible system to improve in quality. All sequences display high amounts of details and
exhibit relatively low noise. See Table 5.1 for a summary of the sequences used in our study.
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Sequence
Name:

Speed Bag

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 X 1080

Native
Frame rate:

30 frames/sec

Frame rate:

60 frames/sec

Compression: Intra-frame
Stationary
Camera
Behavior:

Sequence
Name:

Pedestrians

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 X 108o

Native
Frame rate:

30 frames/sec

Frame rate:

60 frames/sec

Compression: None
Stationary
Camera
Behavior:

Sequence
Name:

Rush Field

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 X 1080

Native
Frame rate:

30 frames/sec

Frame rate:

60 frames/sec

Compression: Intra-frame
Camera
Behavior:
Figure 5.1: Descriptions and attributes for the sequences used for the study.
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Sequence
Name:

Park Joy

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 x 1080

Native
Frame rate:

50 frames/sec

Frame rate:

60o frames/sec

Compression: None
Camera
Horizontal
Panning
Behavior:

Sequence
Name:

Station2

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 X 1080

Native
Frame rate:

30 frames/sec

Frame rate:

60 frames/sec

Compression: None
Camera
Behavior:

Zooming out

Sequence
Name:

Tractor

Scan Mode:

Progressive

Resolution:

1920 X 1080

Native
Frame rate:

30 frames/sec

Frame rate:

6o frames/sec

Compression: None
Camera
Zooming out
Behavior:
Figure 5.1 (continued)
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5.2

MSE/PSNR Comparator Results

As described earlier, a simple way to perform inter-field/intra-field switching is to
compare the MSE/PSNR of intra-field and inter-field techniques, and choose the algorithm
which yields the higher PSNR (lower MSE) for that particular area. This process is performed
on a block-by-block basis. The stream that contains the intra-field/inter-field switching
information is then sent through an enhancement channel and decoded by the receiver, which
performs intra-field/inter-field switching according to the channel.
In general, the MSE/PSNR comparator system produces desirable results. Stationary
areas of the frame tend to be assigned inter-field deinterlacing, while moving areas tend to be
assigned intra-field deinterlacing. Of course, this trend is not absolute mostly due to the
temporal and spatial noise present in the sequences. The MSE/PSNR comparator system tends
to yield better results than inter-field and intra-field deinterlacing alone. Stationary areas retain
vertical resolution while moving areas are mostly devoid of mice-teeth artifacts. However,
minor mice-teeth artifacts occasionally mar the results of some frames. These mice-teeth
artifacts can become quite jarring, especially in freeze-frame applications. See Figure 5.2 for an
example of the MSE-comparator results.

(a) original frame.
Figure 5.2: MSE/PSNR comparator results. The frame is a cropped portion of Pedestrians.
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(b) Forward-held repetition.

(c) Martinez-Lim deinterlacing.
Figure 5.2 (continued)
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(d) MSE/PSNR comparator deinterlacing. Though this algorithm improves the vertical resolution in
stationary areas and prevents most mice-teeth from appearing, some minor mice-teeth artifacts still appear in
the final result. The regions outlined in red exhibit these artifacts. Magnified views of these regions are
shown below.

(f) Magnified MSE/PSNR comparator
mice-teeth region (right).

(e) Magnified MSE/PSNR comparator
mice-teeth region (eft).

Figure 5.2 (continued)
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Mice-teeth detection Results

The MSE comparator system fails to eliminate all mice-teeth. Therefore, we implement a
mice-teeth detection system which identifies mice-teeth with the aid of the original image. This
mice-teeth detection algorithm works quite well for our sample sequences. The implementation
of the mice-teeth detection algorithm is described in the previous chapter. An example of the
results of this algorithm is seen in Figure 5.3 (d).

(a) original frame
Figure 5.3: Mice-teeth detection example. This image is a cropped frame of Speed Bag.
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(b) Intra-field (Martinez-Lim) deinterlaced frame. Notice the lack of mice-teeth artifacts, but loss of vertical
details.

(c) Inter-field (forward-field repetition) deinterlaced frame.
Figure 5.3 (continued)
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(d) The red shaded sections on the image represent the areas that are identified as mice-teeth.
Figure 5.3 (continued)

5.4

Enhanced System Results

As mentioned in the previous chapter, an MSE/PSNR comparator alone cannot yield
optimal results. The MSE/PSNR comparator approach does not eliminate all mice-teeth. A
viable solution is to add mice-teeth detection to the MSE/PSNR comparator in order to remove
stray mice-teeth. Even though adding mice-teeth detection increases the complexity of the
transmitter, the complexity of the simple receiver remains the same. The implementation of this
enhanced system is described in the previous chapter. Example results from this system are
shown in Figure 5.4. Note that the corrections applied by the mice-teeth detection algorithm are
demarked by the red-outlined regions. In general, this enhanced system successfully removed
stray mice-teeth from the MSE/PSNR comparator video output.
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(a) MSE/PSNR comparator system. Notice that the regions outlined in red exhibit minor mice-teeth
artifacts. See Figure 5.4 (c) and (d) for magnified views of the mice-teeth regions.

(b) Enhanced system. The regions outlined in red have been switched to intra-held deinterlacing and no
longer have mice-teeth. See Figure 5.4 (e) and (f) for magnified views of the former mice-teeth regions.
Figure 5.4: MSE/PSNR comparator system and enhanced system results. See Figure 5.2 for a comparison
against forward-field repetition and Martinez-Lim interpolation.
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(c) Magnified MSE/PSNR comparator

(d) Magnified MSE/PSNR comparator
mice-teeth region (right).

mice-teeth region (left).

(e) Magnified former mice-teeth region
in enhanced system output (left).

(f) Magnified former mice-teeth region
in enhanced system output (right).

Figure 5.4 (continued)
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Block Size Analysis

An advantage of implementing a receiver compatible system with an enhancement stream
that specifies intra-field/inter-field switching is the low bitrate required to send the
enhancement information. See Table 5.1 for how the maximum uncompressed bitrates for
varying block sizes are calculated. Note that run-length encoding could potentially reduce these
bitrates, but would add to the complexity of the system. First, the number of blocks per frame is
calculated by dividing the width (192o) by the block size and the height in pixels (1o8o) by the
block size. The resulting numbers are multiplied together to yield the number of blocks per
frame. Since each block will either specify intra-field or inter-field deinterlacing, each block
uses 1bit. The number of blocks per frame is then multiplied by 60 due to the 60 field/sec
refresh rate of io8o/6o/IS video.

Block Size

Horizontal
Divisions

480

8 X 8-

16 X 16

Blocks per
Frame

120

Maximum Bitrate
(bits/sec)
124,416,Ooo

10t8036

X1

4X4

Vertical
Divisions

270

129,6oo

135

31944,OOO

68

8,160

7,776,000

489,600

Table 5.1: Enhancement stream maximum bitrate calculations.

As illustrated by Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2, decreasing the block size produces diminishing
returns as bitrate increases and block-size decreases. Figure 5.6 and Table 5.3 show PSNR
improvement per additional bitrate versus bitrate. Again, increasing the bitrate results in
diminishing improvements in video quality. Therefore, a small block size is not desirable
because of its relatively inefficient use of bandwidth. A reasonable block size is 32-by-32.
Choosing a block size larger than 32-by -32 may lead to insufficient performance improvement
and perhaps distinguishable block artifacts resulting from the inter-field/intra-field switching.
See Figure 5.7 for the effect of increasing the block size on the decision map of a frame from
Pedestrians. Therefore, a 32-by-32 block size system, which utilizes the enhanced system

(MSE/PSNR comparator with mice-teeth correction), was chosen as the final receiver
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compatible deinterlacing algorithm. From this point on, we refer to the 32-by-32 blocksize, enhanced system as the receiver compatible deinterlacing system.
According to Sunshine [22] and Wan [23], an adaptive block size scheme can potentially
increase the quality of the video without increasing the bandwidth of the stream. For a fixed bit
rate, the loss in video quality due to the overhead required to specify block subdivision is offset
by the improvement of video quality due to adaptive block sizes. However, using an adaptive
block size will increase the complexity of the system on the receiver side, without a major
improvement in video quality. Figure 5.5 shows that even with a 4-by-4 block size, the video
quality does not improve dramatically when compared to the 32-by-32 case, especially in the
Speedbag sequence. The best case scenario for adaptive block sizes would be matching the
performance of the 4-by-4 block size case. Therefore, the complexities and costs needed for
allowing adaptive block sizes is not worth the investment in this case.
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Speed Bag PSNR versus Bitrate (10 Frame Average)
42
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Pedestrians PSNR versus Bitrate (10 frame average)
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6
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Figure 5.5: PSNR results for Speed Bag and Pedestriansfor varying bitrate. Notice that the points with lesser
bitrates represent larger block-sizes. The point with 0 Mbit/s represents intra-field deinterlacing.
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Figure 5.6: The PSNR improvement per additional Mbit/s quickly diminishes with smaller block sizes. The
left-most points correspond to a 32-by-32 block size while the right-most points correspond to a 4-by-4 block
size.
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Uncompressed
Bitrate (Mbit/sec)

Block Size

Pedestrians
PSNR (dB)

Speed Bag
PSNR (dB)

7.776

4 X4

41-705

41.281

1.944

8X8

41-330

41.101

.4896

16 X 16

41.o91

40.981

.1224

32 X 32

40.850

40.841

0

N/A

37-747

40.207

Table 5.2: PSNR values for different bitrates.

Uncompressed
Bitrate
(Mbit/sec)

Block Size

Speedbag PSNR
Improvement
(dB/Mbit/s)

Pedestrians PSNR
Improvement
(dB/Mbit/s)

7.776

4X 4

3.o8E-02

6.55E-02

1.944

8X8

8.29E-02

1.67E-ol

.4896

16 X 16

3.79E-ol

6.25E-ol

.1224

32 X 32

5.18E+oo

2.55E+ol

Table 5.3: PSNR improvement per increase in bitrate from previous data point.
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(a) Original frame.

(a) 4-bv-4 block-size

(b) 8-by-8 block size

(d) 32-by-32 block size

(c) 10-by-O block-size

Figure 5.7: Decision maps of receiver compatible system with different block sizes. The frame is from
Pedestrians.Gray areas signify intra-field deinterlacing while white areas signify inter-field deinterlacing.
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Conventional HDTV Deinterlacing System Comparison

In order to evaluate the benefits of the receiver compatible deinterlacing system, we must
compare the receiver compatible system to a traditional system which is equally complex, or
more complex than the receiver compatible receiver. In order for the receiver compatible
deinterlacing system to be viable, it must have a significant improvement over the traditional
system in video quality. Since the computational complexities between the two algorithms are
similar, any improvement in video quality of the receiver compatible approach over the
traditional approach comes at no cost on the consumer side.
HDTVs use many of the previously described conventional deinterlacing algorithms.
However, most low to medium budget HDTVs use fairly simple deinterlacing algorithms. One
particular technique which leads to a low-cost implementation is intra-field deinterlacing. The
use of intra-field deinterlacing is especially popular with computer-based HDTV USB cards
which allow computers to decode HDTV content. Since many computers lack the inherit
hardware to perform more sophisticated deinterlacing, they must use simple techniques such as
simple intra-field or inter-field methods to deinterlace lo8oi streams.
According to [28], many inexpensive televisions also use a temporal, vertical median filter
inter-field deinterlacing algorithm. Other inexpensive televisions use simple field subtraction
thresholds to determine the areas of motion. The simplest motion detection algorithm subtracts
the two temporal neighbors and takes a threshold to determine whether to use inter-field or
intra-field deinterlacing.
The receiver compatible approach specifies which parts of frames to use inter-field
deinterlacing and which parts to use intra-field deinterlacing. Motion detection deinterlacing
algorithms use the same principle in attempts to improve video quality. Therefore, it is
convenient to choose a simple motion detection deinterlacing algorithm for comparison with the
receiver compatible approach.
A simple 3-field motion detection algorithm is described as follows. Motion at an
unknown pixel location is estimated by subtracting the 2 temporal neighboring known pixels as
illustrated in Figure 5.8. Within a single block, if the sum of these subtractions exceeds a set
threshold, then the block is determined to contain motion. Block-by-block processing is used to
provide an algorithm which is closer in computations when compared to the receiver compatible
receiver.
Let I represent the received lo8oi video and let p represent the absolute values of the
subtractions at each pixel at time t. Let m represent the inter-field/intra-field switching on a
block-by-block basis for a frame at time t. The subscript for m signifies the number of fields
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involved in the motion detection scheme. The blocks are identified by b,, and b2 . N, and N
represent the set of all pixel values in the block specified by b, and b2 . This motion detection
procedure is summarized by the following equations:
p(n, n2, t) = II(n,n 2,t + 1)- I(n, n 2 , t- 1)1

m 3 (bj, b2 , t)= 1,

O,

n 2eN 2 n eN
1

p(n,n, t) > f

(5.1)

(5.2)

otherwise

Since 3-field motion detection does not consider the pixel values of the frame of
reference, it has difficulties detecting rapid motion. The 3-field motion detection algorithm did
not perform well enough to be compared with the receiver compatible system. Therefore, a 4field motion detection algorithm is employed for comparison. Our 4-field motion detection
algorithm is heavily based on the 3-field motion detection algorithm. For each block, if the 3field motion detection algorithm detects motion for that particular block for either the current
frame or the previous frame, then the block is determined to contain motion. The following
equation summarizes this behavior:
m4 (bl, b2 , t) = m 3 (bl, b2, t) v m 3 (bl, b2, t- 1)

(5.3)

Pixel of interest

t-1

t

t+1

Time
Figure 5.8: 3-field motion detection. The known pixel values of temporally neighboring pixels are subtracted.
A threshold is placed on the sum of subtractions within a block. If this threshold is exceeded, then the block
is assigned to use intra-field deinterlacing. If the threshold is not exceeded, then the block is assigned to use
inter-field deinterlacing.
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5.7

Computation/Cost

In terms of rough cost, the receiver compatible receiver is on par with the Martinez-Lim
deinterlacing algorithm and is less computationally expensive than the motion detection
algorithm. While the motion detection algorithm must perform computations including
subtractions and many comparisons to perform intra-field/inter-field switching, the receiver
compatible receiver only needs to decode the transmitter-calculated enhancement stream which
contains intra-field/inter-field switching information. The advantage of the receiver compatible
system is that it shifts computation from the receiver to the transmitter, allowing for higher
video quality in a simpler receiver.
5.8

Performance Comparisons

The receiver compatible deinterlacing approach outperforms both the Martinez-Lim and
the motion detection algorithms in terms of PSNR and visual quality. See Figures 5.9 and 5.10,
and Table 5.4 for PSNR comparisons for various sequences. Note that Speed bag, Pedestrians,
and Rush Field all feature a relatively stationary camera, while the other sequences were
recorded with either a panning or zooming camera.
For the stationary sequences, the receiver compatible algorithm consistently outperforms
both the Martinez-Lim, and the motion detection algorithms by a wide margin. The receiver
compatible algorithm outperforms the Martinez-Lim algorithm on an average of about 2
decibels (dB) in PSNR, which is a significant difference. Sometimes, mathematical measures do
not necessarily translate into visible quality differences. In this case, the receiver compatible
algorithm is visibly superior and shows much more detail in areas of the scene that are
stationary. The stationary areas resulting from the Martinez-Lim algorithm display severe
twitter for near-horizontal lines as well. See Figures 5.11 - 5.14 for some examples of these

results.
The receiver compatible algorithm also outperforms the motion detection deinterlacing
algorithm in terms of PSNR and in visual quality. On average, the receiver compatible
algorithm outperforms the motion detection algorithm by about 1 PSNR. The motion detection
algorithm does not display twitter artifacts or a loss of vertical detail in stationary areas. In this
respect, the motion detection algorithm is superior to the Martinez-Lim algorithm for some
sequences and on par with the receiver compatible algorithm. However, the motion detection
algorithm shows visible mice-teeth in many frames of the sequences, especially near the
boundaries of moving objects. The receiver compatible algorithm does not exhibit these
deficiencies.
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When the frames are played at full speed (60o frames/sec), these mice-teeth artifacts are
harder to see, but are still visible. Moreover, mice-teeth artifacts become unacceptable when the
motion detection algorithm is applied to freeze-frame applications. Mice-teeth artifacts become
even more jarring after video-resizing. Recorded television on Tivos@ or computers are usually
resized and/or compressed to save storage space.
For the sequences that feature a panning or a zooming camera, the receiver compatible
algorithm shows less improvement over the traditional deinterlacing algorithms. This result is
expected because the receiver compatible algorithm can only adaptively switch between an
intra-field and an inter-field algorithm for different parts of the frame. Since moving images
feature little non-translational correlation between frames, it is expected that the receiver
compatible as well as the motion detection algorithms would identify most, if not all of the
frame as best suited for intra-field deinterlacing.
This hypothesis is confirmed in the results, as we see that there is little improvement of the
receiver compatible approach over traditional algorithms. However, there are cases where the
receiver compatible algorithm outperforms the motion detection algorithm in these cases. This
result arises from the fact that the motion detection algorithm used is still relatively naive and
fails to properly identify portions of the frame as motion, resulting in minor mice-teeth artifacts
and a reduction of PSNR.
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Receiver Compatible (32 x 32) versus Martinez-Lim Performance
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SpeedBag

Pedestrians

ParkJoy

RushField

Station2

Tractor

Sequence
SReceiver Compatible E[Martinez-Lim

Figure 5.9: Receiver compatible system performance versus Martinez-Lim performance. Notice that the
receiver compatible system performs significantly better than the Martinez-Lim algorithm for sequences that
featured a stationary camera (Speed Bag Pedestrians,Rush Field).
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Receiver Compatible versus Motion Detection (32 X 32) Performance
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C 33

Al

27

SpeedBag

Pedestrians

RushField

ParkJoy

Station2

Tractor

Sequence
* Receiver Compatible O Motion Detection

Figure 5.10: Receiver compatible system performance versus motion detection performance. Notice that the
receiver compatible system outperforms the motion detection method for sequences that featured a
stationary camera (Speed Bag, Pedestrians,Rush Field).
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Receiver Compatible
PSNR (dB)

Motion Detection
PSNR (dB)

Martinez-Lim
PSNR (dB)

Speed Bag

40.8499

39.8348

37-7471

Pedestrians

40.4978

39-7023

39.7816

Rush Field

34.6822

34-3569

33-4605

Park Joy

28.8479

28.7703

28.847

Station2

38.9753

36.7934

38.8827

Tractor

34.6822

34-3569

33.4656

Table 5.4: Receiver compatible performance versus traditional deinterlacing algorithms.
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(a) Original frame.

(b) Martinez-Lim results. Note the loss of details in the text.
compatible system using a
Figure 5.11: Comparison of different deinterlacing techniques with the receiver
Speed Bag frame.
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(c) Motion detection results. The text is now sharp. However, there are a few mice-teeth artifacts present
(right side of the boxer's shirt, and under his chin).

(d) Receiver compatible results. The vertical details of stationary areas are retained and there are no miceteeth artifacts.
Figure 5.11 (continued)
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(a) Uriginal trame.

(b) Martinez-Lim results. Note the loss of vertical details near the lines in the walls, in the reflection in the
window, and in the text on the right.
Figure 5.12: Comparison of different deinterlacing techniques with receiver compatible system using a
Pedestriansframe.
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(c) Motion detection results. The lines, reflection, and text are now sharp. However, note the mice-teeth
artifacts above the person's head on the far right.

(d) Receiver compatible results. The vertical details of stationary areas are retained and there are no miceteeth artifacts.
Figure 5.12 (continued)
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(a) Original frame.

(b) Martinez-Lim results. Notice the loss ot vertical details in the bleachers and
letters.

Figure 5.13: Comparison of different deinterlacing techniques with receiver compatible system using
a Rush
Field frame.
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(c) Motion Detection results. The vertical details of stationary objects are retained. However, there are many
mice-teeth artifacts (person in yellow on the bottom).

(d) Receiver compatible results. The vertical details of stationary areas are retained and there are no miceteeth artifacts.
Figure 5.13 (continued)
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(a) Uriginal trame.

(b) Martinez-Lim results.
Figure 5.14: Comparison of different deinterlacing techniques with receiver compatible system using a Park
Joy frame.
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(c) Motion detection results. The vertical details have not improved in any part of the frame. However, there
are some minor mice-teeth artifacts (on the tree trunk on the left).

(d) Receiver compatible results. These results are practically the same as the Martinez-Lim results.
Figure 5.14 (continued)
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Experimental Results

Performance Conclusions

Overall, the receiver compatible deinterlacing system works well to improve the quality of
lo8o/6o/IS video while simplifying the system on the receiver side. Due to the novel manner in
which we are improving the video quality of the stream, there are certainly some advantages and
disadvantages of using the receiver compatible system versus a conventional system.
5.91

Advantages

The receiver compatible system greatly simplifies the task of deinterlacing on the receiver
side. Unlike complicated motion detection or even more involved motion compensated
deinterlacing algorithms, the receiver side of the receiver compatible system only needs to
switch between intra-field and simple inter-field deinterlacing on a block-by-block basis. The
intra-field deinterlacing and simple inter-field deinterlacing must be performed in parallel.
However, both of these algorithms are low-cost, easy to implement, and are standard
deinterlacing algorithms which are already used in many receivers.
While the receiver compatible system receiver is as low-cost and as simple as the simplest
HDTV deinterlacing systems, its performance is significantly better and rivals that of more
expensive HDTV systems. The receiver compatible system is superior in terms of PSNR and
visual quality. Against the Martinez-Lim algorithm, the receiver compatible system yields
sharper video. When compared against the motion detection algorithm, the receiver compatible
system shows far less jarring mice-teeth artifacts.
With the receiver compatible system, the baseline quality of all HDTV receivers will be
raised by a large amount, since manufacturers will implement the receiver compatible receiver
due to the low cost and the large benefits of the system. By raising the baseline quality, we are
effectively improving HDTV quality without establishing a new standard.
5.92

Disadvantages

While the receiver compatible deinterlacing system will interpolate moving areas of a
sequence using intra-field deinterlacing, thus eliminating mice-teeth artifacts, it cannot allow
for near-perfect reconstruction of moving parts of a scene. More complicated deinterlacing
algorithms such as forms of motion compensated deinterlacing algorithms can potentially
outperform receiver compatible deinterlacing in moving scenes in which the motion is easy to
predict.
Though motion compensated deinterlacing algorithms may outperform receiver
compatible deinterlacing in some scenes, motion compensated deinterlacing often leads to block
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artifacts near boundaries of moving objects, and can sometimes fail in predicting motion.
Motion compensated deinterlacing is also much more complicated and expensive to implement
and is more likely to appear in high-end HDTV receivers.
While the receiver compatible system is simple on the receiver side, this simplicity results
from the addition of an enhancement stream, which must be approved by government agencies
before becoming a reality. Moreover, the receiver compatible transmitter becomes more
expensive than traditional transmitters. However, the additional price of the transmitter will be
worth the cost savings of the receivers, if manufacturers choose to implement the receiver
compatible system over more complicated motion compensated schemes.
5.93

Recommendations

The receiver compatible system significantly outperforms both the intra-field deinterlacing
method (Martinez-Lim) and the 4-field motion detection algorithm. Both the Martinez-Lim
deinterlacing algorithm and the 4-field motion detection algorithm are plausible deinterlacing
systems which are built into televisions today. The receiver compatible system significantly
outperforms these traditional systems, with the aid of only a .12 Mbit/sec enhancement stream,
which corresponds to a 32-by-32 block size.
This bitrate accounts for less than 1 percent of the 19.4 Mbit/sec channel bandwidth.
Reducing the bandwidth of the regular video stream to allocate for this bandwidth will produce
an insignificant degradation on the original video [9]. Therefore, the addition of this stream to
the system will yield great benefits from small amounts of cost. Even with the addition of this
video enhancement stream, there will still be ample amounts of bandwidth to enable potential
mobile digital television.
From the receiver's viewpoint, using the receiver compatible system instead of a
traditional intra-field or motion detection algorithm will yield significant video quality
improvement without raising the implementation costs of the receiver. The Martinez-Lim
deinterlacing requires about the same cost as the receiver compatible system. However, the
receiver compatible system outperforms the Martinez-Lim algorithm in terms of PSNR and
visual quality. Moreover, Martinez-Lim deinterlacing does not allow for retention of vertical
details in stationary regions, a key benefit of the receiver compatible deinterlacing system.
The 4-field motion detection algorithm is more expensive than the receiver compatible
deinterlacing system. Though the motion detection algorithm does successfully retain vertical
details of sequences in stationary areas, the receiver compatible system consistently
outperforms the motion detection algorithm in terms of PSNR and visual inspection. In fact, the
motion detection algorithm fails in terms of freeze-frame applications because of stray mice- 75 -
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teeth artifacts which regularly appear near the edges of moving objects. The receiver compatible
deinterlacing algorithm does not have this weakness, due in part to its effective MSE/PSNR
comparator and mice-teeth detector in the transmitter.
On a cost/benefit analysis, the receiver compatible deinterlacing system is a viable system
which makes sense for today's HDTV applications. Since the receiver compatible transmitter
has access to the original lo80/60/PS video, the transmitter can perform superior deinterlacing
analysis when compared to a traditional source-blind receiver. This advantage allows the
receiver compatible system to perform better than conventional receiver-based deinterlacing
systems, at no additional cost on the receiver side. Moreover, the fact that the bulk of the
processing is performed on the transmitter side allows for flexibility of the receiver compatible
system in the future, if necessary. Therefore, the receiver compatible system, which only
requires a .12 Mbit/sec bandwidth should be considered, for bandwidth in the 19.4 Mbit/sec
U.S. HDTV OTA broadcasting standard.
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6.1

Summary

Interlaced scan video originated at the dawn of U.S. television broadcasting in the 1930's.
With interlaced video, every other line of video is displayed at each refresh interval, which
greatly differs from progressive scan video, which displays every line of video at each refresh
interval. Originally meant to help prevent the appearance of flicker without doubling the
bandwidth required to transmit television programs, interlaced video was a good solution for
receivers at the time because technology did not allow for frame buffers in receivers. However,
interlaced video led to unsightly artifacts such as twitter and line-crawl. Video cameras adopted
the interlaced scan standard so that they could easily interface with receivers which also
inherently used interlaced scan.
Due to technological breakthroughs, today's cameras and displays are no longer
constrained to this interlaced-scan requirement. The superior quality and smoothness of
progressive scan has led to some progressive-scan standards. However, interlaced standards
remain in place to allow for compatibility with cameras that still use interlaced scan. Moreover,
when the FCC adopted the digital television standard in 1996, interlaced scan was retained so
that HDTV could be displayed at a 1920 by lo8o resolution without compromising temporal
quality and so harsh MPEG-2 video compression artifacts would not degrade the video.
However, modern-day displays such as LCD and PDP displays must find ways to
deinterlace lo8oi video because they are inherently progressive scan devices. Most current
receivers and computer HDTV cards use a form of intra-field deinterlacing, inter-field
deinterlacing, or a more sophisticated mechanism which switches between the two. More
expensive televisions may use motion compensated techniques. However, these traditional
deinterlacing algorithms are either inexpensive and low-quality, or expensive and high-quality.
The receiver compatible deinterlacing system aims to deinterlace lo8oi video by using a
receiver that is inexpensive and produces high-quality output. This feat is achieved by sending
an additional enhancement stream, which can be recognized by new HDTV's but ignored by
older HDTV's. The traditional video stream format is untouched to maintain compatibility with
older HDTV sets. The transmitter can use a more sophisticated deinterlacing algorithm that
decides which parts of frames to deinterlace with inter-field algorithms and which parts to
deinterlace with intra-field algorithms. This information is encoded and sent through the
enhancement stream and then decoded by the receiver.
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Through experiments, we have found the enhanced system (MSE/PSNR comparator
system with mice-teeth correction) to work the best. This system allows for the retention of
vertical resolution of the original video, and minimization of temporal noise, without allowing
for mice-teeth artifacts, jarring horizontal lines which result from moving areas in inter-field
deinterlaced portions of the frame.
When compared to traditional intra-field deinterlacing algorithms and simple motioncompensated algorithms, the receiver compatible system is superior in terms of PSNR and
visual quality. The intra-field method used (Martinez-Lim) tends to reduce the vertical
resolution of video and cause twitter artifacts, while the motion detection algorithm results often
showed mice-teeth artifacts. The receiver compatible system outperformed the motion
detection algorithm even though the motion detection algorithm was the more computationally
intensive of the two (on the receiver side). This comparison shows the benefits of the receiver
compatible system over traditional receiver-based systems.
Since the .12 Mbit/sec enhancement stream used in this study is a small percentage of the
19.4 Mbit/sec channel for OTA digital television in the U.S., the receiver compatible system
allows for a great improvement in video quality at a small cost in bandwidth. The receiver
compatible system improves video quality for low to medium budget HDTVs, computer HDTV
cards, and even HDTV recorders such as Tivos@. Because the enhancement stream is small in
bitrate, mobile television and receiver compatible deinterlacing can share bandwidth along with
the traditional HDTV stream in the future. The receiver compatible deinterlacing system is
effective, simple, and efficient, and should be considered for addition to the U.S. OTA digital
television broadcasting standard.
6.2

Future Work

Further studies can improve upon the receiver compatible deinterlacing algorithm. Miceteeth detection is a difficult problem and should be investigated further. The algorithm
described works relatively well for many sequences. However, it is not perfect. A better
quantitative measure should be developed to describe the severity of these artifacts as well as
how they relate to the artifacts introduced by intra-field deinterlacing. For example, to humans,
a non-severe mice-teeth artifact from an inter-field algorithm may appear less jarring than the
jaggedness introduced by the alternative intra-field algorithm. Potential work in image quality
metrics based on the Human Visual System can be developed to address this issue.
Also, since the decision maps of the enhancement streams tend to contain predominantly
low-frequency components, run-length encoding or other lossless encoding could possibly
further reduce the bitrate of the enhancement stream. More experiments must be performed to
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evaluate the effectiveness of a fixed bitrate run-length encoding or other types of entropy coding
on the enhancement stream.
A possible way to improve the quality of the receiver compatible system even more is to
allow for global motion compensation. Global motion compensation is especially enticing
because it allows for the improvement of moving scenes over traditional deinterlacing, a quality
that the current receiver compatible deinterlacing system lacks. Moreover, global motion
compensation would allow for great improvement of images with only a small addition of
bandwidth. The decoding and realization of global motion compensation does not impact the
complexity of the receiver by much. More studies can be performed to evaluate the effectiveness
of global motion compensation on the receiver compatible deinterlacing system.
This study shows the improvement of performance of the receiver compatible algorithm
over other conventional algorithms with similar computational costs. However, it would be
even more beneficial to compare the receiver compatible system performance with algorithms
that are even more complicated. For example, motion-compensated algorithms use
considerably more computations than the receiver compatible system on the receiver side. It
would be interesting to compare the receiver compatible performance with these types of
algorithms. If the receiver compatible system does outperform these higher-cost systems, the
receiver compatible system would look even more desirable compared to conventional systems.
The effects of MPEG-2 compression on the proposed receiver compatible deinterlacing
technique need to be investigated fully. Furthermore, we can potentially use the motion vectors
in MPEG-2 video to perform motion-compensated deinterlacing, eliminating the need to
calculate motion vectors for every block and transmit motion vector values through the
enhancement stream. Using MPEG-2 motion vectors would also not compromise the simplicity
of the receiver. Future work needs to be performed to evaluate the effectiveness of this
approach.
Future additional enhancement streams could be implemented along with receiver
compatible deinterlacing. For example, a stream can potentially specify which type of filter to
apply at certain areas of the video to optimally decrease the appearance of MPEG-2 artifacts.
Such an enhancement system may work in a similar manner to receiver compatible
deinterlacing and will not require a high bandwidth [7].
Some video experts speculate that the future direction of HDTV is either super-resolution
HDTV, or three-dimensional HDTV. If more bandwidth would become available, additional
receiver compatible enhancement streams could be allocated to allow for higher resolution
HDTV or three-dimensional HDTV. Similar to the receiver compatible deinterlacing stream,
these streams could be recognized by new television sets, but ignored by old television sets,
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allowing for a smooth transition of video capabilities until a new standard is established in the
long term.
No matter which direction HDTV takes in the future, the receiver compatible technique
can help direct HDTV towards an improved video experience, without fully re-establishing the
digital television standard. The receiver compatible approach can act as a means for HDTV
broadcasting technology to improve and to progress towards a new standard. One such receiver
compatible technique is improving lo8oi video by sending an enhancement stream, which is
ignored by older HDTV receivers. Newer HDTV receivers will be able to easily deinterlace lo8oi
video with the aid of this stream, while older receivers can continue to function as if there has
been no change. Since the day that analog television broadcasting will cease to exist is quickly
approaching, it is time to start designing ways to improve digital HDTV video quality.
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Experimental Data

This appendix contains examples of cropped frames that were not included in the Experimental
Data Chapter.

(a) Original.
Figure A.1: Receiver compatible system comparison with conventional systems (Station2).
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(b) Martinez-Lim.

(c) Motion detection.

Figure A.1 (continued)
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(d) Receiver compatible.

Figure A.1 (continued)
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(a) Original.

(b) Martinez-Lim.
Figure A.2: Receiver compatible system comparison with conventional systems (Tractor).
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(c) Motion detection.

(d) Receiver compatible.
Figure A.2 (continued)
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